[Non-equivalency of active centers of alpha-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase detected by modification of histidine residues].
Using selective chemical modification of histidine residues of the alpha-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase component within the alpha-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase complex, the existence of interconvertible forms of the enzyme was demonstrated. These forms are distinguished by kinetics of inactivation caused by diethylpyrocarbonate. The interconversion of the enzyme forms involves alpha-ketoglutarate. Studies on substrate effects on the inactivation kinetics of individual enzyme forms revealed the non-equivalency of the enzyme active centers within the dimeric molecule of the alpha-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase component. The accessibility of an essential histidine residue in the active center of a neighbouring substrate-free monomer to the modifier increases as a result of interaction of the enzyme active centers during alpha-ketoglutarate binding by one of the subunits. The non-equivalency of the active centers manifests itself in different rates of interaction and in the unequal stability of binding of alpha-ketoglutarate to the alternate sites of the dimer. It is assumed that the biphasic kinetics of inactivation of pigeon breast muscle alpha-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase is due to tight binding of alpha-ketoglutarate in one of active centers of the enzyme dimeric molecule.